The watershed transformation is a useful morphological segmentation tool which has been used in a variety of grey-scale image processing applications. However, a major problem with the watershed transformation is that it produces a severe over-segmentation due t o the great number of minima embedded in the image or its gradient, and therefore it is rarely applied directly t o images.
The watershed transformation is a useful morphological segmentation tool which has been used in a variety of grey-scale image processing applications. However, a major problem with the watershed transformation is that it produces a severe over-segmentation due t o the great number of minima embedded in the image or its gradient, and therefore it is rarely applied directly t o images.
In this paper we discuss modifications to the basic watershed transformation that enable watershed scale trees to be produced and we illustrate the approach with some example segmentations taken from a medical image processing application. The mapping between image and scale tree allows the user to overcome the over-segmentation by either setting a global threshold or interactively editing the tree description of the image.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
The watershed transformation is a popular morpbological operator which gives a segmentation based on grey-level topography as described by Beucher and Meyer (1) . Because image regions are based on local minima the approach is very sensitive to noise, and when applied directly it produces a severe oversegmentation. Several approaches to preventing the over-segmentation have been proposed based on features either obtained directly from the image or its watershed. Beucher (2) first proposed interactively marking salient image features by forcing local minima. Recently Bueno et al (3) proposed a method of choosing these automatically. Grimaud (4) applied the notion of dynamics to discriminate between salient watersheds and this concept has been developed to give weighted wa,tersheds by Hagyard and Razaz (5) and extended t o watershed contours by Najman and Schmitt (6) . In this paper we propose using a tree structure to model the dynamics of watershed contours.
Tree representations have been applied widely t o problems of pattern recognition and their suitability 
BUILDING W A T E R S H E D SCALE T R E E S
The most widely used implementation of the watershed transformation is based on an immersion simulation by Vincent and Soille (9) in which the topography is represented as comprising catchment basins separated by watersheds (Figure 1 ). The algorithm simulates the effect of piercing a hole in the minima of each catchment basin and gradually immersing the surface in a bath of water. The water progressively floods each catchment basin and where water from adjacent catchment basins merge a 'dam' is constructed t o separate them. Finally, the complete surface is immersed and only the 'dams', representing the watersheds, remain.
We can use the immersion simulation t o generate a tree if we imagine that, instead of erecting a 'dam' t o separate floods emerging from adjacent catchment basins the waters are allowed t o mix and form larger pools. Thus, at an immersion increment before a mezing event we have two pools (child nodes), which are subsumed, an increment later, into a larger (parent node) pool. The process continues by progressively flooding deeper catchment basins until finally, at the end of the immersion process, a root node is formed to represent the remaining pool containing all of the image pixels.
The algorithm for computing the watershed scale tree of an image is based on the psuedo-code for computing watersheds by Vincent and Soille, with. a number of modifications. The naming conventions in the following description are consistent with those used by Vincent and Soille. The approach taken has been to retain the basic control structure which uses
three image arrays; imi (input image), im, (output image of labeled watersheds), and i m d (work image)
and add an additional im, (flood image) array. Leaf nodes identified by a region label are formed as new minima which exist in imi are located. These labels are then propagated as the immersion proceeds. Array am, is used to maintain a record of region labels, in much the same way as im,. However, when a watershed is located between two labeled catchment basins an embedded tree node is formed and its region label replaces that of the catchment basins it subsumes. Watershed events are not processed as soon as they are detected. Instead, at every grey
a set of watersheds is acquired and these are then processed before the check for new minima is performed. In this way all the pixels belonging to each catchment basin are labeled before embedded tree nodes are created.
The tree structure so produced encapsulates 'snapshots' of mizing events which can be then used to rebuild either the whole or parts of the segmentation at stages in the immersion process. For example, in Figure 2 the pixels represented by leaves of the tree represent image regions formed at the smallest scale, and the tree structure defines how these can be combined at larger scales. Larger scale image segmentations can be obtained by deleting leaves of the tree and reconstructing the image by back-projecting pixels which are stored at the the parent nodes.
In theory, embedded tree nodes can have any number of children as a mizing event could involve waters from p catchment basins. However, in practice tree edits involving nodes representing events from p > 2 catchment basins are difficult to resolve. Consider the problem of deleting node B in Figure 3 . It is clear that two possible watersheds may be retained, however, neither is correct with respect to the underlying topology. We have avoided this problem by generating binary trees, although we recognize that in so doing the watershed boundary retained after editing is arbitrary and dependent only on the order in which catchment basins are processed.
The complexity of the algorithm is O ( n ) with respect to the number of image pixels, and it takes about 10 seconds to compute the watershed scale tree of a 2562256 image with 256 grey-levels on a Pentium I1 350MHz processor.
MEDICAL IMAGE SEGMENTATION USING THE TREE
Medical image segmentation is a demanding application domain. Many authors have proposed interactive segmentation algorithms, for example, Schlegel (10) , Sivewright et al (11) and automatic techniques are a focus for current research COVIRA (12) . Segmentations are performed routinely by clinicians and radiologists and computer aided approaches can make a significant contribution both in terms of productivity and repeatability; Neal et a1 (13) . Here, the watershed scale tree tree has been used to segment an X-ray Computer Tomographic (CT) image of a human pelvis in order to identify therapy relevant structures. Because the boundaries of the watershed regions correspond to ridges of the surface the method is usually applied to the gradient image F ( s , u ) :
where I(x,y) represents a digital grey scale image. However, using this approach the resulting tree structures derived from X-ray CT data are very cluttered and difficult to reproduce in a paper format. For this reason, the results presented here are derived from images which have been preprocessed using a Gaussian smoothing operator.
L ( X , Z I ,~) = I V~( Z , Y ) *G(x,u,u)l
The use of Gaussian filters for multi-scale medical image representation has been investigated by
Bueno et al (14)
. Gaussian smoothing will not introduce any new features because the it is a true scale space operator. Thus, although the results in this paper show images processed at a coarse scale, the methods used are equally applicable t o images which contain finer detail.
The tree and watershed segmentation derived from a typical X-ray CT image is shown in Figure 4 . This image has 512 x 512 pixels and is quantized at 256 grey levels. A severe over-segmentation is evident even after a Gaussian smoothing operator has been applied.
The watershed scale tree can be pruned automatically by making decisions based on attributes stored at the tree nodes. An obvious attribute is the depth of the catchment basin but other possibilities are surface area, colour, etc.. Because a binary tree representation is used a delete operation must remove both the target node and its brother, in order t o consistently reflect the change in the underlying topography. The result of applying a global depth thresliold ( t ) and deleting all tree nodes with depth attribute d < t is shown in Figure 5 .
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INTERACTIVE SEGMENTATION GUI
An interactive tree segmentation Graphical User Interface (GUI) developed for analyzing sieve object trees by Bangham et al (15) allows the image tree structure to be viewed and correspondences between tree nodes and image pixels to be interactively displayed. Since sieve trees and watershed trees extract similar information a common tree data structure is used. In fact, the watershed scale tree is represented as a subclass of the sieve tree. Watershed trees typically have fewer nodes than sieve trees derived from identical images as new nodes are only created when mixing events occur. However, as the watershed between catchment basins separated by large plateaus follows a line halfway between each the method is less useful in identifying meaningful image objects in grey-level intensity images and more suited t o gradient images.
The GUI allows objects to be extracted by interactively selecting leaf nodes in the tree and then recursively ascending the tree structure until an appropriate scale has been attained. An example is shown in Figure 6 . Here the torso has been extracted leav- Figure 6 : Example interactive segmentation ing the hip bones and the background. Correspondences between image pixels and tree nodes may be interactively visualized by clicking on image objects or tree nodes with the mouse. The corresponding nodes or pixel patches are then highlighted. In this way, the image can be interactively segmented relatively quickly.
DISCUSSION
In this tree representation of an image each leaf node represents an image patch corresponding regions which have been identified by the watershed transformation. Because watershed tree nodes are hounded by geodesic influence zones the patches they represent are not naturally bounded by edges, but this association is forced by preprocessing with a gradient operator. The embedded tree structure defines how these patches combine to make larger patches during the immersion process. In this way the tree provides a hierarchical description of watershed contours and nodes that dominate in the hierarchy represent regions bounded by salient image watersheds. Each node bas a set of attributes including depth, surface area, and shape (coded using a combination of bit maps and pointers). These can easily he extended by computing additional patch features.
So far, the real images in this paper have been drawn from a medical image processing domain and we have demonstrated how the tree can be used in segmenting therapy relevant anatomical structures in the image. Although this is very useful, it is only one possible application area. Figure 7 shows that the method is more generally applicable. Here it has been used to segment the 'waistcoat' object from the doll image by back-projecting the pixels belonging to the 'waistcoat' object node.
The ability to extract image objects is a universal requirement and it has been the focus of research for many decades. Currently, object trees seem to offer one of the best solutions to this problem. The watershed scale tree is one of a number of object tree 
CONCLUSION
Segmentation is a key problem for computer vision and medical image processing. The watershed transformation is an attractive segmentation operator, since it is relatively simple to compute and always returns closed boundaries. A major drawback is the over-segmentation effect. The technique used to address this problem in this paper has been to build a hierarchy of watershed saliency, which is stored as a watershed scale tree. The technique has been applied to X-ray CT images and the results show that the method can provide a useful interactive tool. The main problem with the watershed is the need for preprocessing.
Tree structures for scene analysis were envisioned by researchers 25 years ago. Until recently, only object based approaches were available for this task. Watershed scale trees offer a data-driven segmentation approach which is more generally applicable.
